Two dimensional subdiffraction focusing beyond the near-field diffraction limit via metasurface
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Abstract: Near-field plates with the capabilities of modulating the near-field pattern and forcing the incident wave to a subwavelength spot have been experimentally investigated at microwave wavelengths. Their superlensing properties result from the radiationless electromagnetic interference. However, the material's loss and limitations of state-of-the-art nanofabricating technology pose great challenges to scale down the microwave near-field plates to the infrared or optical region. In this paper, a related but alternative approach based on metasurface is introduced which breaks the near-field diffraction limit at mid-infrared region (10.6 μm). The metasurface consists of periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas with the same geometry but spatially varying orientations, which plays the dual roles in achieving the prescribed amplitude modulation and the abrupt π phase change between the subwavelength neighboring elements. As a result, a two dimensional subdiffraction focus as small as 0.037 λ2 at ~0.15λ above the metasurface is presented. In addition, the broadband response and ease fabrication bridge the gap between the theoretical investigation and valuable applications, such as near-field data storage, subdiffraction imaging and nanolithography.
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1 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed large numbers of optical systems designed for focusing electromagnetic radiation to spots of subwavelength dimension [1-10]. Unlike the diffraction limited plates or lenses, the participant of the evanescent field is necessary for near-field subwavelength focusing. Motivated by the fascinating applications such as detecting the object's near-field details, achieving distinct nanolithography and noncontact sensing, sharp tips [1-3], constraining the incident field to extremely small spot, successfully realized subdiffraction focusing by capturing the evanescent waves before they vanish. However, deep subwavelength spot is generated at the price of extremely short working distance, which increases the complexity of near-field measurement and roadblocks their transition to practical applications. It is taken for granted that it is more difficult to obtain a smaller spot size for a longer working distance (focal length) due to the exponential decay of the evanescent waves [8]. In order to challenge such near-field diffraction limit by producing a subdiffraction focus at a larger distance, near-field plate (NFP) which is capable of setting up a rapidly oscillatory field that converges at the prescribed position was proposed by Merlin in 2007 [11]. The concept of perfect focusing results from radiationless electromagnetic interference (REI), a process that forces the incident wave to a predicted spot and removes the background fields. The NFP was then experimentally realized by alternating inductive and capacitive components to modulate the prescribed surface impedances. Interestingly, the patterned surface focuses the source field oscillating at 1 GHz to a deep subwavelength line with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~0.055 GHz [12]. However, most NFPs are designed and realized at microwave frequency [11-15]. It seems impossible to scale down those samples directly to the size corresponding to infrared or optical region since metallic loss and plasmonic response come into function, let alone abrupt modulations of amplitude and phase are required in the proximity of the structure.

Metamaterials [16-21], with the robust and flexible architectures to engineer the light-matter interactions successfully usher the occurrence of the optical NFP by the
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide arrays [22-23]. The variable refractive indexes and widths of each insulator channel provide some degrees of freedom to modulate the oscillatory field to form a predicted focus. However, high aspect ratio insulator layers sandwiched by the lossy metal walls pose great challenges to fabricate the architecture. In recent years, a monolayer of plasmonic antennas which is also called “metasurface” serves as an effective method to manipulate wavefront of incident wave [24-33]. In this case, the material loss is not a major problem and the fabricating process can be simplified since alignment between different layers is not required. Although metasurface is a new member in the big family of nanophotonics, it has shown huge potentials in novel optics devices, especially ultrathin metalens proposed recently [34-38]. However, all the metasurface based flat lenses work on travelling waves so that the focuses are diffraction limited or surrounded by obvious background fields [38].

In this paper, we design an ultrathin (~0.007λ) metasurface based NFP to achieve two dimensional subdiffraction focus exceeding the near-field diffraction limit which has not been reported to date. The physics inside resembles the Fresnel plate but the difference is that the subdiffraction focusing properties of such evanescent-field lens stem from the interference of radiationless electromagnetic waves. According to the back-propagation theory [11], a rapidly oscillatory electromagnetic field (simultaneously modulated amplitude and phase between subwavelength neighboring elements) in the proximity of NFP is necessary to force the incident wave to a subwavelength spot. The metasurface proposed here consists of periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas with the same geometry but spatially varying orientations. When a linearly polarized (LP) light illuminates the structure, partially scattered wave converts into the cross polarized light. The modulated amplitude is determined by the orientations of the dipolar antennas and the tuned phase is binary (0 and π), depending on the angle between the incident polarization and spatial orientations of the dipolar antennas. As a result, a deep subwavelength spot as small as 0.037λ2 at ~0.15μm above the metasurface has been numerically demonstrated when the incident wavelength is 10.6 μm. Theoretically, the focus spot can be arbitrarily small at the price of diminished lattice constant (pixel) and low efficiency.

2 Principles and results

2.1 Back propagation theory

It should be remembered that the design of NFP relies on the back-propagated calculation theory with four basic steps [11-14]. According to this inverse construction, the desired field distribution at focal plane should be first defined. For the implementation of two dimensional subdiffraction focus, we assume that the focus spot exhibits the profile with the following functional form:

\[ E_y = \frac{e^{-ik_{\text{max}}^y k_{\text{max}}^z l} \sin(\pi k_{\text{max}} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2})}{\pi k_{\text{max}} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}}, \]  

(1)

where \( k_{\text{max}} \) is a constant determining the spot size and \( l \) represents the working distance (focal length). After solving a Fourier transformation to the field at the focal plane, we back propagate the plane wave spectrum with a transfer function as follows:

\[ H = \exp(-ik_{z} l), \]  

(2)

\[ k_z = i \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2 - k_0^2}. \]  

(3)

This choice of the wavevector \( k_z \) is determined by the requirements that the evanescent waves transmit and decay in the positive \( z \) direction. \( k_0 \) is the incident wavevector described as \( 2\pi/\lambda_0 \). By summing the calculated plane wave spectrum in the proximity of the surface, the exiting field \( E_0 \) of the NFP has been recovered as follows:

\[ E_0 = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \int \int \int \int e^{-i k_x x} \sin(\pi k_{\text{max}} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}) \frac{1}{\pi k_{\text{max}} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}} \exp(-ik_{z} l) \, dx \, dy \, dk_x \, dk_y. \]  

(4)

The metasurface based NFP should be designed to generate the field profile indicated by Eq. (4) at the exiting surface. Specifically, the NFP is normally illuminated by the \( x \)-polarized plane wave at a wavelength of 10.6 μm. The \( k_{\text{max}} \) is predicted to be 2.12\( k_0 \) and the focal plane is assumed at 1.5 μm above the NFP. This value is much longer than 0.45 μm for the near-field diffraction limit, which can be considered that the field emanating from the exiting surface fades to 1/e of its original value with a characteristic length \( l_c \): 

\[ l_c = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon^2 - \varepsilon_0^2}}, \]  

(5)

where \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon_0 \) are the permittivities of air and the wavelength of incident light in vacuum, respectively. In Ref. [9], \( \delta \) indicates the lattice constant of the line-array sample, corresponding to a characteristic wavevector \( k_{\delta} \). In the case of subdiffraction focusing, the spot size is determined by the highest-order of wavevector contributing to the focus. \( \delta \) in this formula can be assumed as 2\( \pi/k_{\text{max}} \), which has been explained in our previous work [10].

Fig. 1 schematically shows that the NFP tailors the incident field to the patterned distribution (Eq. (4)) which is required to generate a two dimensional subdiffraction focus (Eq. (1)). Abruptly modulated amplitude and π phase inverse between neighboring elements at the exiting surface seem inevitable since they play dual roles in forcing the wave to subwavelength spot and remove the background fields. At microwave region, the amplitude and phase can be accurately manipulated when the transmitted energy is low [10]. The inductive sheets and capacitive sheets induce a phase of +90° and -90°, respec-
tively. As a result, alternating inductive and capacitive impedance sheets can produce π phase inverse. The varying amplitude of the transmitted field can be controlled by the magnitude of the sheet reactance [11-13]. However, it is not effective to directly scale down the capacitors and inductors to realize the oscillatory field profile due to the change of the material’s properties at infrared and visible regions. Fortunately, metasurfaces provide us a platform to solve this problem.

2.2 Metasurface design

The ideal metasurface based NFP model in this case is homogeneously divided into \( n \times n \) square segments. \( n \) is the number of segments along the horizontal or vertical direction and each one spreads 2.5 \( \mu \text{m} \times 2.5 \mu \text{m} \), which is related to the prescribed \( k_{\text{max}} \). Lots of building blocks assure the sufficient reproduction of the back-propagated field at the exiting surface of NFP, but the required electric field amplitude gradually diminishes at the outer positions. When the number of segments is 15\( \times \)15, the transmitted field at outer locations has decreased by several orders than the magnitude in center. So the outermost fields make no contributions to the focus. The calculated values of amplitude and phase for each segment are depicted in Fig. S1 (seeing supplementary information). In the design, we approximate these phases by labeling them to binary values (0 or π) according to the principle of proximity. Calculated results demonstrate that this simplification has no influence on the focus quality as shown in Fig. S2. For the design of the NFP, two goals are very important: 1) the amplitude modulation can vary smoothly from zero to the maximum; 2) binary phase inverse can be achieved within a small fraction of the wavelength. Interestingly, periodic arrangement of dipolar antennas is the natural candidate to implement the predicted NFP for LP excitation.

Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic of the designed metasurface that consists of chromium dipolar antennas, which are arranged in two dimensional arrays with a lattice constant of 2.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) in both \( x \) and \( y \) directions. The length and width of the antennas with ultrathin thickness of \( h = 75 \text{ nm} \) are \( d = 1.8 \mu \text{m} \) and \( w = 0.6 \mu \text{m} \), respectively. The permittivity of chromium is obtained from the Ref. [39] and the refractive index of silicon substrate is considered as 3.4 when a LP plane wave at the wavelength of 10.6 \( \mu \text{m} \) normally illuminate the sample from the substrate side. In order to investigate the physics inside, the finite element method (FEM) based on the commercial software packages solver CST 2016 is adopted to analyze the building block where unit cell boundary conditions are used along the transverse directions. The unit cell is meshed with little tri-angle elements and local mesh refinement has been ensured ultrafine especially around the edges and corners of the dipolar antenna. Fig. 2(b) depicts the calculated amplitude and phase variation versus different orientations \( \theta \) of each antenna. Obviously, the scattered amplitude of the transmitted field with the cross polarization is continuously manipulated by parameter \( \theta \), while the phase remains almost flat except for the abrupt \( \pi \) inverse at \( \theta = 90^\circ \). It can be concluded that \( \theta \)
plays the dual roles in manipulating the amplitude of partially scattered field with cross polarization and realizing the prescribed binary phase inverse. The transmitted y-polarized electric field can be written as follows:

\[ E_y = \frac{\theta - 90}{|\theta - 90|} \cdot 0.189 \cdot E_s \sin(2\theta). \]  

(6)

where \( E_s \) denotes the amplitude of the x-polarized incident plane wave, the sign of \( E_y \) represents the transmitted phase and \( \theta \) ranges from 0° to 180°. Thus, this functional form provides a facile and effective method to design a metasurface with simultaneous binary phase control and smoothly modulated amplitude profile, facilitating the two goals proposed before to design a NFP. Fig. 2(c) shows a perspective view of our metasurface based NFP, specific orientation of each dipolar antenna is determined by data in Fig. S1 and Eq. (6).

2.3 Focusing quality

Fig. 3(a) depicts simulated results of the y-polarized electric field intensity distribution at focal plane \( l = 1.5 \mu m \). A distinct two dimensional focusing spot is presented and the field intensity is normalized to the maximum value. We show in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) the cross-sectional plots of the transmitted y-polarized electric field at x-z plane (\( y=0 \)) and y-z plane (\( x=0 \)), respectively. The electric field alternates its sign between adjacent neighbors, which means that a \( \pi \) phase inverse occurs to squeeze the central lobe and remove the y-polarized background fields. Such a behavior of beam coupling is the process of REI. The focal plane is determined by where the central lobe spread since the magnitude of the side lobes decreases to a certain amount (the white dashed lines). The focus qualities have been further investigated by the field profiles plotted along the horizontal and vertical lines passing the spot center in Fig. 3(a). The results are depicted in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) for the cases of horizontal direction and vertical direction, respectively. It can be seen that a distinct focus generates with field profile (red solid curves) in a nearly perfect agreement to the expected one (blue circle curves), exceeding the near-field diffraction limit (green dashed curves) at 1.5 \( \mu m \) above the NFP.

However, the relatively larger intensity of the side lobes leads to occurrence of the y-polarized background fields and influences the shape of the spot compared with the predicted one. The less-than-perfect two dimensional subdiffraction focusing results from the imperfect reproduction of the exiting field in the proximity of the metasurface as prescribed by Eq. (4). Several drawbacks restrict the performance of the metasurface based NFP, such as high-order modes confined at the corners and edges of the dipolar antennas and the unexpected coupling between the neighboring elements. In order to investigate the influence caused by the high-order modes, the amplitudes of the y-polarized electric field along the horizontal direction passing the center (white dashed line) at different planes have been plotted as shown in Fig. 4. The main lobe of the black square curve has two ultra sharp peaks located at where the edges of the central antenna reside (indicated by the purple arrows). This phenomenon is induced by the high-order electromagnetic
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mode confined at metallic edges and corners, which have also been discussed in Ref. [10] and Ref. [22]. When the field transmits to the plane at \( z=0.1 \mu m \), sharply peaked components still dominate the profile but the magnitude decreases a lot especially at the positions corresponding to the metallic edges and corners. Blue triangle curve depicts that the sharply peaked fields decay rapidly toward the focal plane, whose maximum amplitude is only about a quarter of that at the exiting surface \( (z=0) \). Sharply peaked components almost vanish when the field transmits to the plane at \( z=0.5 \mu m \) as indicated by the purple triangle curve. When \( z \) reaches 1 \( \mu m \), there are no sharp peaks in the field profile, which solely results from the process of radiationless electromagnetic interference (REI) and finally leads to a subwavelength focus at the predicted focal plane \( z=1.5 \mu m \). All the values have been normalized to the incident magnitude. It can be considered that the high-order modes excited and confined at the corners and edges of the dipolar antennas have a little influence on the performance of the NFP. Thus, the coupling between the neighboring elements seems to be the main cause of imperfect reproduction of the exiting field at the surface of NFP. The results in Fig. 2(b) are obtained in the case of the building block with ideally periodic boundary condition. However, each dipolar antenna resided in the NFP varies relatively different orientations to its neighbors. In addition, the center to center distance of the adjacent antennas is in deep subwavelength size. Both the reasons result in the occurrence of unexpected coupling between the neighboring elements, which slightly perturb the field distribution compared with the predicted values.

Fig. 4  The \( y \)-polarized fields profiles along the horizontal direction as indicated by white dashed line at different planes. The inset depicts the periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas at the central array. The purple arrows indicate where the sharply peaked fields locate.

3 Discussion

Our work is reminiscent of, but the physics inside is quite different from the optical NFPs proposed before [4,10,22-23]. One implantation of the REI focusing relied on structural metal film, which excites an asymmetric surface plasmon modes to generate the oscillatory field profile for subdiffraction focusing [4]. The amplitude modulation is achieved by variant thickness of the structural metal and the \( \pi \) phase inverse is realized at the adjacent edges of the metallic walls. However, this structural metal film based NFP generates an one dimensional focus (linear focus) since the structure only offers the platform for amplitude modulation by transverse magnetic polarized Fresnel formula. In addition, accurate control of the continuously various thicknesses of the metal film is difficult to be experimentally demonstrated. The metasurface based NFP relaxes such problems since the modulations of amplitude and phase are both dependent on the rotation angle of the dipolar antenna. Periodic arrangement of ultrathin chromium resonators can be easily compatible with electron beam lithography (EBL). The variable MIM waveguide arrays are also capable of modulating the amplitude and phase of the exiting field for subwavelength focusing at visible regime. This architecture based NFP relies on the highest order guided modes [22] or Fano resonance [23] excited by high aspect ratio waveguide, which poses a bottleneck challenged by the state-of-the-art fabricating technology. Fortunately, a single layer of the chromium dipolar antennas can function as a NFP by direct LP plane wave illumination. Different from the coupling between the propagating modes in the thick MIM waveguide, the partially scattered waves in the proximity of the metasurface converge to the predicted focus resulting from a static form of interference. Our previous work [10] proposed a ring-disk complementary architecture to achieve REI focus. Benefitting from the plasmonic Fano resonance originated from interference between hybrid plasmon resonance and the continuum of propagating waves through the silver film, a deep subwavelength spot \( (0.0045\lambda^2) \) generates at 36 nm above the surface where goes beyond the near-field diffraction limit. However, the imperfect reproduction of the field caused by the simple structure inevitably results in the less ideal focusing spot. Metasurface based NFP benefits from more degrees of freedom in simultaneously controlling the dimensions, geometry and orientation of the antennas to optimize the reproduction and enhance the efficiency.

The first step to design a NFP involves determining the operating frequency, predicting the functional form of the focus and finding the field required to produce the spot. Thus almost all the NFPs were only available at one incident wavelength since the resolution, focal length and dimensions of the building blocks are all related to the source frequency, especially those NFPs equipped with intricate elements [11-13] or function based on spectrally narrow Fano resonance [16,23]. Our metasurface based NFP has been designed at a wavelength of 10.6 \( \mu m \). Interestingly, we further explore the same metasurface and numerically find its REI focusing property can be extended to broadband wavelengths ranging from 10 \( \mu m \) to 13 \( \mu m \).
Figs. 5(a)–5(c) depict the $y$-polarized electric field intensity distribution at focal plane $l = 1.5 \, \mu m$ with incident wavelength of 10 $\mu m$, 12 $\mu m$ and 13 $\mu m$, respectively. It can be seen that the NFP exhibits ideal broadband response for two dimensional subwavelength focusing. In addition, the most fascinating characteristic of this device is that the broadband focusing quality remains high at the same focal plane, differing from the broadband plasmonic gradient metalens proposed before [37,40] whose focal length decreases rapidly for longer incident wavelength. Figs. 5(d)–5(f) (Figs. 5(g)–5(i)) depict the field profiles plotted along horizontal (vertical) lines passing the spot center in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), respectively.

Our design of the metasurface based NFP combines a number of important advantages: precise amplitude and phase control, ease fabrication, broadband subdiffraction focusing at the same focal plane and two dimensional spot exceeding the near-field diffraction limit. All the structural parameters in this investigation rely on the feasible fabricating technology. The focus spot can be much smaller by diminishing the lattice constant and the NFP can be more efficient by increasing the thickness of the chromium antennas or exploring other plasmonic materials. Periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas in vicinity of a reflecting layer can enhance the maximum $y$ polarized electric field amplitude to 80% of the incident magnitude as shown in Fig. S4. Scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) [41] offers the platform to measure the polarized focus in the near-field region. With increasing demands of novel applications and the progress of the nanofabrication technology, metasurface based optical NFP will be experimentally demonstrated, which has not been reported to date. We believe the periodic arrangement of dipolar antennas will be a very effective tool to achieve two dimensional subdiffraction focus at broadband wavelengths.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we theoretically achieved a broadband NFP based on metasurface, which consists of periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas with variant orientations. The focus quality is determined by how precise the exiting field at the surface of NFP can be implemented. Fortunately, the rotation angle of the antenna simultaneously controls the amplitude of partially scattered cross polarization field and the prescribed binary phase distribution when LP wave feeds the NFP. As a result, a deep subwavelength spot as small as $0.037\lambda^2$ generates at 1.5 $\mu m$ above the metasurface which is in nearly
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perfect agreement to the predicted one. Different from those metasurface based lens proposed before, this evanescent-field lens achieve broadband subdiffraction focusing at the same focal plane. In addition, easily compatible with the popular fabricating technology and scaled to be functional at near infrared and optical regions bridge the gap between the theory of REI and valuable applications, such as near-field data storage, subdiffraction imaging and nanolithography.

5 Supplementary information

5.1 The amplitude and phase distribution at the exiting surface of NFP

When the three dimensional subdiffraction focusing is predicted to exhibit the profile as indicated by Eq. (1), we amplify the evanescent wave and back propagate the plane wave spectrum after solving a Fourier transformation to the field at the focal plane. Fig. S1 shows the amplitude (red numbers) and phase (green numbers) distribution for each segment which is required to achieve the predicted focus. The building block responsible for the modulated amplitude locates at the center, where the value is assumed to be 0. All the other values have been normalized to the maximum.

For simplification, we approximate these phases by labeling them to binary values (0 or π) according to the principle of proximity. It amounts to that the values located at -90° to 90° can be estimated as 0°, and the others are labeled by π. Fig. S2 shows the comparison between

Fig. S1 Numerically obtained amplitude (red numbers) and phase (green numbers) values for each segment.
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Fig. S2 (a),(b) The numerically obtained \( y \) polarized field amplitude (\( \text{Ey} \)) distribution at the focal plane with the original parameters in Fig. S1 and the simplified binary phase. (c) The field profiles plotted along the horizontal line passing the spot center in (a) (red solid curve) and (b) (blue dot curve).

![Fig. S2](image)
the focus quality calculated by the phase values in Fig. S1 and the binary estimation. Interestingly, the red solid curve (original values) overlaps the blue dot curve (simplified values). It can be concluded that this simplification has no influence on the focus quality.

This NFP can be also realized by equipping the metasurface with C or V shaped plasmonic antennas \(^{[1]}\) if we use the originally calculated phase distribution (green numbers) in Fig. S1. However, the optimization process would be much more intricate and the fabrication tolerances would be less since various combinations of amplitude and phase modulation correspond to lots of different geometric antennas.

5.2 The reflective mode
In order to enhance the efficiency of REI focusing, periodic arrangement of chromium dipolar antennas are separated from a reflective plane by a silicon spacer. Fig. S3 shows the schematic of the reflective mode NFP. The substrate is gold and the incident wave illuminates the structure from the surface. All the structural parameters are the same as the transmitted mode except for the thickness of silicon \(h_s\), which has been optimized to 2.2 \(\mu m\).

Fig. S4(a) depicts the reflected amplitude of the partially scattered wave with cross polarization versus different orientations \(\theta\). The maximum modulated \(y\) polarized electric field amplitude can reach as large as 80% of the incident magnitude, which enhance the focusing efficiency of the NFP, leading to a brighter focus spot. Fig. S4(b) shows the \(y\)-polarized electric field intensity distribution at the focal plane \(l = 1.5 \mu m\) originated from the reflective NFP at the wavelength 12 \(\mu m\). The field profile plotted along the horizontal lines passing the spot center has been depicted in Fig. S4(c). Comparing the calculated results (red solid curve) and the near-field diffraction limit value (green dashed curve), it can be concluded that the reflective metasurface based NFP is also capable of realizing three dimensional subdiffraction focus exceeding the near-field diffraction limit.
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Fig. S3  Schematic of the reflective mode metasurface. The thickness of silicon spacer \(h_s\) and the reflective layer \(h_r\) are 2.2 \(\mu m\) and 1.5 \(\mu m\), respectively. All the other structural parameters are the same as the transmitted mode NFP.

Fig. S4  (a) Calculated cross polarized field amplitude versus the rotation angle of the antenna. The maximum modulated field amplitude reaches 0.8 as normalized to the incident magnitude. (b) Schematic of \(y\)-polarized electric field intensity \(||E_y||^2\) distribution at focal plane. (c) The red solid curve indicates the calculated \(y\)-polarized field intensity profile, which is narrower than the green dashed curve. It amounts to the focus quality exceeds the near-field diffraction limit as predicted.
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